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Abstract

In Superiority is a constant effort to be better, to approach the purpose of what people want to achieve. People try hard not to be better, but to control. This study is aimed to find (1) the characters of Christian Grey, (2) the forms of expression of superiority from Christian Grey, and (3) the factors that influence the appearances of the superiority in Christian Grey. The researcher uses descriptive qualitative method in conducting the research. The sources of the data are taken from Fifty Shades trilogy. The researcher collects the data by reading the Fifty Shades trilogy one by one, marks down the dialogue and line in the novel, classifying the data that shows (1) the characters of Christian Grey, (2) the forms of expression of superiority from Christian Grey, and (3) the factors that influence the appearances of the superiority in Christian Grey, and makes sure that the finding is exactly right to answer the problem formulatio by referring back to the theory itself. The researcher found data that can answer the three of problem formulation. The first finding is the characters in Christian Grey. There are 12 characters that was found by the researcher in Christian Grey, they are self-confident, arrogant, bossy, romantic, caring, mysterious, selfish, generous, control freak, hotheaded, stubborn and kind-hearted. The second finding is such as Self-Confident, Arrogant, Bossy, Romantic, Caring, Mysterious, Selfish, Generous, Control Freak, Hotheaded, Stubborn and Kind-Hearted. The second finding is the form of expression of superiority from Christian Grey that can be seen in three forms, that are: Attitude, Thoughts, and Face Expression. The last finding, the researcher found the factors that influence the superiority in Christian Grey are: Dark Past Time. In the dark past time, the writer divided into three parts, such as: Tormented, Sexual Violence, and Poorness, (2) Succesful, (3) Wealth, (4) Power.
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Fifty Shades of Grey. Fifty Shades Darker. Fifty Shades Freed. Grey. First vintage books edition, June 2015. Copyright (c) 2011, 2015 by Fifty Shades Ltd. All rights reserved. Published in the United States by Vintage Books, a division of Penguin Random House LLC, New York, and distributed in Canada by Penguin Random House of Canada Limited, Toronto. Vintage and colophon are registered trademarks of Penguin Random House LLC. This is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents either are the product of the author’s imagination or are used fictitiously. Any resemblance to ac EL James has made Christian the narrator in her follow-up to the Fifty Shades of Grey trilogy. It’s still Anastasia’s story, but this novel is more realistic — and far creepier. Jenny Colgan. The first trilogy was a fantasy. This book is far more realistic — and creepy beyond belief. I would never censor anything my daughter might want to read when she is older. But if she wants to read Grey, I’d make sure she knows that if anyone ever treats her like this, she should run like the wind. Because there is a flipside to the fantasy portrayed in these pages: we know there are men who think this way. Men who do want to write, like Christian Grey: “I won’t hit you again” on the consolatory flowers they send the day after an attack. Men who don’t have the looks and the helicopters that ap Reviewers have slammed Grey, the latest instalment in EL James’ Fifty Shades saga, which tells exactly the same story as her first novel - but from Christian’s perspective. ‘We follow each scene in the same order, except this time we see it from Christian’s point of view. ‘And where Anastasia famously bites her lip every two lines to signal arousal, Christian continually ‘shifts in his seat’. It’s not easy to make men’s bits sound sexy, but this phrase makes it sound as if he has worms. ‘The first trilogy was a fantasy. This book is far more realistic — and creepy beyond belief.’ ‘It’s like Mills & Boon meets Peep Show’.
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